LOLO SCHOOL
DISTRICT #7
NEW K-8 FACILITY
RFQ for GC/CM Services

February 2, 2021

Mr. Dale Olinger
Lolo School District #7
11395 US Hwy 93 S
Lolo, MT 59847

It is with great pleasure that we are submitting our response for General Contractor/Construction Manager Services for
the Lolo School District #7 New K-8 Facility. We applaud the District for choosing this delivery method. We truly
believe it will provide the best value, the most transparent process, and the highest quality to the Lolo community.
This will be one of the most important undertakings the District and school board will perform in the next 25+ years.
Your contracting partner needs to understand this; WE ABSOLUTELY DO! We have a clear vision of the tremendous
responsibility we have to the Lolo School District #7 to perform as your stewards: stewards of the project budget,
transparent process, and a quality facility.
We have assembled an incredible team that will bring 100+ years of contracting experience and a sense of curiosity and
innovation, asking, “What is best for the project?” from the first kick-off meeting to completion and beyond.
Please review the information provided and do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Doug Jackson, President
dougj@jacksoncontractorgroup.com
office 406-542-9150 | cell 406-544-4001
Jackson Contractor Group, Inc.

1. GC/CM FIRM
INFORMATION
a. Proposer must demonstrate successful
experience and capacity to act as a GC/CM on
projects of similar size, type and complexity.
Specifically, the District will be looking for
successful experience constructing educational
facilities, and their ability to manage similar
work in the specified timeframe.

•

2.7M CONSTRUCTED SQUARE FEET OF
EDUCATION PROJECTS

•

56+ EDUCATION PROJECTS

•

$403M IN EDUCATION PROJECT
EXPERIENCE

WALLA WALLA HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION | Walla Walla, WA | Current Project | GC/
CM Delivery | $62,000,000 | 240,000 SF

GLOVER MIDDLE SCHOOL |Spokane, WA | Current Project | Competitive Bid |
$40,700,000 | 140,000 SF

BIG SKY SCHOOL DISTRICT EXPANSION | Big Sky, MT | Current Project | GC/CM
Delivery | $20,000,000 | 45,000 SF

FLORENCE-CARLTON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS |Florence, MT | Current Project |
GC/CM Delivery | $15,000,000 | 46,300 SF

MSU HYALITE HALL | Bozeman, MT | GC/CM Delivery | $45,500,000 | 144,000 SF
MISSOULA COLLEGE | Missoula, MT | GC/CM Delivery | $27,000,000 | 110,000 SF
HELLGATE HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION | Missoula, MT | CM/GC Delivery |
$20,500,000 | 237,700 SF

HELLGATE ELEMENTARY NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL | Missoula, MT | GC/CM Delivery |
$19,800,000 | 89,600 SF

BOZEMAN HIGH SCHOOL VAN WINKLE STADIUM | Bozeman, MT | GC/CM Delivery |

Education projects mean a
lot to Jackson. They are a
chance to build the
communities where we live
and work.

$12,600,000 | 26 Acres

HAMILTON SCHOOL & SPORTS COMPLEX | Hamilton, MT | GC/CM Delivery |
$10,700,000 | 51,380 SF

FRANKLIN ELEMENTARY | Missoula, MT | GC/CM Delivery | $10,200,000 | 56,000 SF
BIG SKY HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION | Missoula, MT | GC/CM Delivery | $9,040,000 |
79,000 SF

This list is a small sampling
of relevant, education
projects that Jackson has
completed in the last 5
years.
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1. GC/CM FIRM
INFORMATION
b. Firm Background
c. Bonding Company and Agent
d. Legal Action

BACKGROUND | In 2020 we celebrated our 20th anniversary! We are
proud of all the accomplishments that have taken place over those 20
years. Our work program has varied from the first residential deck we built
to being a partner on the $325M Yellowstone Club project; one of the
largest projects to be constructed in Montana. We have grown our average
yearly revenue to $172M. We provide General Contracting and
Construction Management services on projects ranging from less than
$50,000 to over $90M. This revenue is made up of both public and private
contracts.

•

MISSOULA CONTRACTOR SINCE 2000

•

$172M IN BUSINESS IN 2020

•

$150M SINGLE/$300 AGGREGATE
BONDING CAPACITY

•

SAME BONDING AGENT SINCE 2005

•

NEVER HAD BOND CLAIM, BEEN
TERMINATED, OR ASSESSED
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

STABILITY & BONDING | We take great pride in our financial strength and
bonding capacity. Hub International has been our bonding agent since
2005. A letter is enclosed illustrating our bonding capacity. John Leaf, our
agent, can be reached at 406-453-1464, or
john.leaf@hubinternational.com.

LEGAL ACTION | No. In the last five years, Jackson Contractor Group, Inc.
has not settled or had a claim against our payment or performance bond,
had a contract terminated, been assessed liquidated damages, or taken
legal action against an Owner.
In 2017, Jackson entered into mediation pursuits with Farran Realty
Partners regarding the amount owed to Jackson on the Front Street
Apartment and Avenue C projects. The parties reached a mutually
acceptable comprehensive agreements on January 13th, 2018, and
December 4th, 2018, respectively.

Quality isn’t just in the
materials and craft, it’s also
in sharing relevant
knowledge and
expertise before constructio
n begins, to ensure the Lolo
community realizes the
highest value.
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1. GC/CM FIRM
INFORMATION
b. Firm Background
c. Bonding Company and Agent
d. Legal Action

•

SELF-PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

•

LOCAL CONTRACTOR, NATIONAL REACH

•

INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

STRENGTHS | One of our most valuable strengths is our ability to selfperform, or actually put work into place. We can perform structural
excavation, site utilities, concrete, rough and finish carpentry, doors frames
and hardware, and miscellaneous specialties. This allows us to be able to
bring this expertise to the Lolo School K-8 Facility during the budgeting
process as well as during construction.
We are a local contractor with national reach. Our satellite offices, along
with our Missoula headquarters, allow us to have a greater depth of
subcontractor and supplier coverage which means a greater value for the
Lolo School District. Although we want the project to stay local, we also
understand our responsibility to be stewards of the bond and the Lolo
community’s dollars.
In 2014, we invested in Building Information Modeling technology (BIM).
BIM is a proactive methodology of coordinating construction through the
use of 3D models. The process of this coordination is key. We use it for
estimating quantities, constructability issues and constructing the project
virtually before a shovel is pushed into the ground. This allows us to ensure
details, sequencing and conflicts are resolved early; saving time, money,
change orders, and rework.

“The [Jackson crew] work
rain, snow or shine. And
they do it with good humor
and positive energy!”
Casey Cramer, Walla Walla High
School
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1. GC/CM FIRM
INFORMATION
b. Firm Background
c. Bonding Company and Agent
d. Legal Action

•

THE TRADES ARE EXPERIENCING
WORKFORCE SHORTAGES

•

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP
PROGRAMS

•

MAKING THE TRADES ACCESSIBLE

WEAKNESSES | The construction industry has been experiencing a
qualified craft shortage since the Great Recession. Jackson is not immune
to this shortage. We have experienced the impacts of this shortage firsthand. However, unlike many of our peers, we have taken a proactive
approach. We have implemented an aggressive program to capture the
qualified crafts people. This program includes:
•

Our Junior Apprentice Program, hiring junior/senior high school
students to work in the field alongside crafts people. These hours
can then be applied to a registered apprenticeship program.

•

Our registered Apprenticeship Program currently has 20
apprentices. These apprentices’ are paid competitive wages, have
full benefits and Jackson pays for their tuition, books and supplies.

•

Our entire employment force is provided continuing education.
With safety protocols, new materials and processes, and new
technologies being introduced to our industry every year, it
important that our work force be trained on all of these.

MISSOULA UNDER CONSTRUCTION
We start ‘em young. Missoula Under Construction is an
event we started in partnership with the Missoula Food
Bank in 2018. It is an opportunity to raise money for a
good cause and expose kids to the trades.

“Great things are done by a
series of small things
brought together.”
Vincent Van Gogh
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2. BONDING CAPACITY
Provide a letter from your surety or agent
stating your firm’s single project and
aggregate capacity.

•

$150M SINGLE/$300 AGGREGATE
BONDING CAPACITY

•

SAME BONDING AGENT SINCE 2005

3. CONTRACTOR
REGISTRATION
Proposer must include evidence of a valid
current Montana construction contractor
registration.
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4. SAFETY
a.
b.

Provide EMR.

Submit explanation for EMR greater than
those listed for further consideration by
the Owner.

•

CURRENT EMR 0.66

•

LOST TIME RATIO 0.00

•

494,692 MANHOURS WORKED IN 2020

If we do not send our workforce home safely every night, we fail as a
builder and employer. We treat this matter with gravity and have
established a culture of safety on each and every jobsite. Safety is
emphasized by the project team, to the trades, including delivery drivers to
the site. Every single person working on our projects has mandatory safety
training prior to stepping on each site. Jackson has maintained an industryleading safety rating for the past six years.
Each Jackson employee is a set of eyes to watch and confirm construction
activities are completed safely. After every task is reviewed by the
construction Superintendent, each craftsman is issued a pre-task card to
ensure all safety concerns are addressed.

“Safety and security is a
critical component of every
project—Jackson maintained
a tidy, clean, safe and
accident –free jobsite.”
Burley McWilliams, Missoula County
Public Schools
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1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
a. Proposer should provide evidence of
successful experience and capacity to act
as a GC/CM on similar project in the last
ten year. Include contact information for
the owners and designers familiar with
your work on each project, as well as start
and completion dates.

•

COMPLETED OVER 100+ GC/CM
PROJECTS

•

WE THRIVE IN THIS DELIVER METHOD

•

REDUCE COSTS TO MAXIMIZE THE
COMMUNITY’S INVESTMENT

We embrace the collaborative opportunities the alternative delivery brings;
we have completed over 100 GC/CM projects. We approach each project
with a fresh set of eyes. We thrive in the integrated design process and
love the team aspect of this delivery method.
Our job is to use the GC/CM delivery method to help the team navigate the
budget hurdles in a transparent way that delivers the highest quality
project. The Lolo School District will realize the best value when we reduce
costs while maximizing your return on investment.
The following pages highlight GC/CM projects that are most similar to the
New K-8 Facility:
•

GC/CM Delivery Method

•

Preconstruction Services

•

Education Facility

•

New Construction

•

Missoula/Bitterroot Valley

•

$10M or Greater Construction Value

Because of our estimating efforts during preconstruction, these projects
were able to add wish list items that provided even greater value to their
communities.

“More importantly, all of the
construction work was completed
without a negative incident or
problem between school personnel
and/or students and Jackson
Contractor Group. That speaks
volumes to the care, awareness,
and efficiency of Jackson Contractor
Group in that 1,300 K-8 children
and 153 staff members were on
campus daily during the school
years that the project was
underway. It simply was
remarkable!”
Doug Reisig, Superintendent, Hellgate
Elementary School
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Mark Kobos was the Project Executive and led
the preconstruction efforts.

MK
FRANKLIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
•

$10.2M

•

56,000 SF

•

START | JUNE 2016

•

FINISH | AUGUST 2017

•

PRECON | 5 MONTHS
The expansion and renovation of this neighborhood
Missoula County Public School’s facility included a
major demolition of the original elementary school.
Built in 1916, the existing gymnasium was salvaged and
renovated. The expansion included centralized learning
communities, classrooms, a cafeteria and music room.
This site was located in the middle of a busy residential
neighborhood and still maintained a school bus stop.
Jackson was in constant communication with the
neighbors, parents and students to communicate
changing site conditions.

OWNER | Burley McWilliams
406-728-2400, bmcwilliams@mcps.k12.mt.us

Jackson coordinated with MCPS to salvage bricks as
mementos from the original school. Members of the
community reached out in appreciation for the valued
keepsake from their cherished school.

ARCHITECT | Stephen L’Heureux
406-771-0770, stevel@lpwarchitecture.com
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Mark Kobos was the Preconstruction Manager
and Stephen Thomas was the Project
Executive.

ST MK
HELLGATE ELEMENTARY
NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
•

$19.2M

•

85,000 SF

•

START | APRIL 2017

•

FINISH | DECEMBER 2018

•

PRECON | 12 MONTHS
2016 was the second time Jackson was selected as the
GC/CM for a project at Hellgate Elementary. We
constructed a new middle school that included site
work for a new access road and new outdoor sports
and recreational amenities. The interior of the facility
included gymnasium, cafeteria, auditorium,
classrooms, library and administrative support spaces.
The bottom photo is from when the Jackson team won
the Toys-for-Tots Hellgate Elementary Dodge Ball
championship. We are a part of the schools we build.

OWNER | Doug Reisig, Superintendent
406-721-2160, dreisig@hellgate.k12.mt.us
ARCHITECT | Carl Posewitz
406-549-6120, carl@paradigmv3.com
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Grayson Lukasik was the Superintendent and
Steve Houston was the Sr. Project Manager.
Mark Kobos led the preconstruction efforts
and Stephen Thomas was the Project
Executive.

MK ST SH GL
HELLGATE HIGH SCHOOL
RENOVATIONS
•

$20.5M

•

237,700 SF

•

START | APRIL 2017

•

FINISH | DECEMBER 2018

•

PRECON | 4 MONTHS

OWNER | Burley McWilliams
406-728-2400, bmcwilliams@mcps.k12.mt.us
ARCHITECT | Don MacArthur, MMW
406-543-5800, don@mmwarchitects.com

There was a lot of ‘behind-the-scenes’ work that went on at Hellgate High School. Jackson was selected as the GC/CM
for the project for Missoula County Public Schools. The renovation included replacing the entire mechanical and
electrical systems, building a new kitchen and library, and extensive seismic upgrades.
Jackson worked continuously during the school year, keeping all staff and students apprised of the current work areas,
where it is safe to navigate, where to stay away , and what is coming next. Jackson was conscious of material use and
donated extra material to the Industrial Technologies classroom.

“Jackson Contractor Group has proven to be a great partner to Hellgate’s building trades program.
In the last year your company has found material for us to build with, helped us reclaim wood from
Hellgate to turn around and use, facilitated our first internship where you took one of our students
under your wing all summer, and now helped with showing our students around a construction site
giving them great visual access to all the behind the scenes work.
Chip Rinehart, Hellgate High School Industrial Technologies Teacher
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Mark Kobos was the Preconstruction
Manager. Will Schroeder was the Project
Manager. Stephen Thomas was the Project
Executive.

MK ST WS
DALY ELEMENTARY ADDITION &
RENOVATION, HAMILTON SPORTS
COMPLEX
•

$10.7M

•

51,380 SF

•

START | APRIL 2018

•

FINISH | NOVEMBER 2019

•

PRECON | 10 MONTHS
The project at Hamilton Daly School included 28,982
square feet of addition as well as 15,500 square feet of
remodel. The addition houses 12 classrooms, a
gymnasium and new office that will serve as the new
entry to the building.
The Hamilton Sports Complex project provided the
School District with a new football/multi-use field, 10
lane track, two team rooms, concession building and
stadium seating.
The bottom picture is our Daly Elementary team eyeing
up their competition for the tug-o-war event we
participated in with the students. The kids were just
too strong for our crew.

OWNER | Tom Korst, Superintendent
406-363-2280, korstt@hsd3.org
ARCHITECT | Carl Posewitz
406-549-6120, carl@paradigmv3.com
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As you can see below, our team has a lot of history together
on educational projects.
Will and Grayson are also currently working together on the
Florence-Carlton School project. We invite you to contact
Brian Rayburn, 406-273-6751, rayburn@florence.k12.mt.us
to see how they are doing.

1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
b. Proposer’s project manager and
superintendent should demonstrate that they
have: successfully completed projects of this
type individually; and successfully completed
projects of this type as a team.

STEPHEN THOMAS

ST

Project Executive

MARK KOBOS
Preconstruction Manager

MATT MUIR
BIM Coordinator

STEVE HOUSTON

MK

SH

Sr. Project Manager

WILL SCHROEDER

MM

WS

Project Manager

GRAYSON LUKASIK

WS

X

GL

X

ST

X

PROVEN TEAM HISTORY ON
EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

•

CURRENT, LOCAL EXPERIENCE

DALY &
HAMILTON
SPORTS
COMPLEX

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

•

X

SH
MK

HELLGATE
HIGH
SCHOOL
RENOVATION

OVER 100 YEARS OF COMBINED
EXPERIENCE

GL

Sr. Superintendent

FLORENCE– HELLGATE
FRANKLIN
CARLTON
ELEMENTARY ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
MIDDLE
SCHOOL

•

X

X

X

X

“Working with Jackson ensures that
you will have a team that will work
hard to help develop and build
functional, cost effective designs
that are of superior aesthetic, and
quality.”
Jay Rowell, Associate Superintendent, Central
Valley School
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WILL SCHROEDER
PROJECT MANAGER
Will will respond to all requirements and concerns of
the Lolo School District. He will work with the entire
team to create cohesive common goals. He has been
involved in projects from initial programming phase
through completion and warranty.

SCHOOL DAYS
“Mrs. Gingrich was my favorite teacher! She would push
students through the halls in her office chair on their
birthday!”

WS
EDUCATION
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY—BS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

EDUCATION & CERTIFICATIONS
SWPPP ADMINISTRATOR | CONSTRUCTION QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS, US ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
FLORENCE-CARLTON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS
|Florence, MT | Current Project | $15,000,000 |
46,300 SF | New Construction & Renovation |
Educational Facility | GC/CM Delivery |

HAMILTON JUSTICE CENTER | Hamilton, MT |
$2,520,000 | GC/CM Delivery Method

HAMILTON SCHOOL & SPORTS COMPLEX

|
Hamilton, MT | $10,700,000 | New Construction &
Renovation | Education Facility | GC/CM Delivery
Method
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GRAYSON LUKASIK
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT
Grayson is responsible for the day to day field
operations of the project. He oversees all project
subcontractors and employees to ensure construction
and field coordination, scheduling, and safety.

SCHOOL DAYS
“One of the first teachers that made an impression was
Bonnie Barger, my first grade teacher. She had an
awesome few weeks when we would study dinosaurs
and she really helped me improve in spelling and
reading. “

GL

EDUCATION & CERTIFICATIONS
SWPPP ADMINISTRATOR | OSHA 30 | ACI CONCRETE FLATWORK TECHNICIAN | CONSTRUCTION QUALITY
MANAGEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS | RIGGING RISK MANAGEMENT

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
FLORENCE-CARLTON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS BILLINGS PUBLIC LIBRARY | Billings, MT |
|Florence, MT | Current Project | $15,000,000 |
46,300 SF | New Construction & Renovation |
Educational Facility | GC/CM Delivery

HELLGATE HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATIONS |
Missoula, MT | $20,470,104 | 249,000 SF | New
Construction & Renovation | Educational Facility GC/
CM Delivery

EKALAKA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL | Ekalaka, MT |

$15,300,000 | 67,900 SF | New Construction &
Demolition | Education Facility |

NATIONAL GUARD READINESS CENTER | Miles
City, MT | $11,610,000 | 57,900 SF | New
Construction

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK | Miles City, MT |
$4,100,000 | New Construction | GC/CM Delivery
Method |

$6,300,000 | 37,000 SF | New Construction |
Education Facility | GC/CM Delivery Method
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ST

SH

STEPHEN THOMAS

STEVE HOUSTON

PROJECT EXECUTIVE

SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER

Stephen will ensure the appropriate resources are
allocated to this project. From staffing to equipment,
buying power to another set of eyes and ears,
Stephen will put the best of Jackson on this project.

Steve will oversee the project team and interface
with the design team and owner’s group. He will
ensure the appropriate resources are allocated to the
project, that budget and schedule goals are met and
that safety and quality are top priorities.

SCHOOL DAYS

SCHOOL DAYS

“Alan Stohle was my woodshop teacher. He taught
real life, practical things that I still use today. He
mentored me when I built a sailboat my senior year of
high school. And he had a fridge with pop that you
could take whenever you wanted!”

Doris Berg was Steve’s first grade teacher. She made
a comment to his parents about him being more
concerned with being first than being accurate. Steve
took this to heart and has committed his life to quality
control!

FLORENCE-CARLTON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS |Florence,

HELLGATE HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATIONS | Missoula, MT |

MT | Current Project | $15,000,000 | 46,300 SF | Education
Facility | GC/CM Delivery

$20,470,104 | 249,000 SF | New Construction & Renovations
| Complex Phasing | Occupied Campus | GC/CM Delivery

HAMILTON SCHOOL & SPORTS COMPLEX | Hamilton, MT

WSU PACCAR ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING* | Pullman, WA | $45,000,000 | Education

| $10,700,000 | New Construction & Renovation | Education
Facility | GC/CM Delivery Method

Facility

FORT MISSOULA REGIONAL PARK | Missoula, MT |

WHITMAN COLLEGE SCIENCE BUILDING* | Walla Walla,

$32,600,000 | A 156 Acres | Athletic Facility | Heavy Civil, New
Construction | Alternate Delivery Method

WA | $16,000,000 | Education Facility

INTEGRATED RESEARCH FACILITY* | Rocky Mountain
Labs, Hamilton, MT | $73,000,000

TOPPENISH ELEMENTARY* | Toppenish, WA | $5,000,000
| Education Facility
*Completed under previous employer
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MK

MM

MARK KOBOS

MATT MUIR

PRECONSTRUCTION MANAGER

BIM COORDINATOR

Mark will assure the team receives an accurate budget
through the use of detailed estimates, consistent
formatting, past and current cost database
information, and subcontractor input.

Matt is a proficient designer with a thorough
knowledge of design development, construction
documents, specifications, bidding, contracts and
construction administration. He is a member of the
Navy Reserves, and many local non-profits.

SCHOOL DAYS

SCHOOL DAYS

Mark went to Catholic school; need we say more?

“Let me tell you nothing cuts through the hard
demeanor of a recess attendant than a 4th grader
appearing to be on the verge of having an accident.“

FLORENCE-CARLTON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS |Florence,

MSU LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING* | Billings, MT | Education

MT | Current Project | $15,000,000 | 46,300 SF | Education
Facility | GC/CM Delivery

Facility

HELLGATE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS |

Facility

MONTANA CITY SCHOOL* | Montana City, MT | Education

Missoula, MT | $19,189,775 | 91,600 SF | New Construction &
Renovations | Education Facility | GC/CM Delivery

CAPITAL HIGH SCHOOL* | Helena, MT | Education Facility

HELLGATE HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATIONS | Missoula, MT |

CENTRAL ELEMENARY* | Helena, MT | Education Facility

$20,470,104 | 249,000 SF | New Construction & Renovations |
Education Facility | GC/CM Delivery

HELENA MIDDLE SCHOOL* | Helena, MT | Education

FRANKLIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL | Missoula, MT |
$10,200,000 | Renovation | Education Facility | GC/CM
Delivery

MISSOULA COUNTY COURTHOUSE | Missoula, MT |
$15,300,000 | GC/CM Delivery

Facility

PAXON SCHOOL* | Missoula, MT | Education Facility
JEANNETTE RANKIN ELEMENTARY* | Missoula, MT |
Education Facility

MEADOW HILL MIDDLE SCHOOL* | Missoula, MT |
Education Facility
*Completed under previous employer
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1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
c. Proposer should provide evidence of their
success in maintaining project schedules for
projects specific to educational facilities.

•

HANDS-ON SCHEDULING APPROACH

•

TRACKING TO THE SCHEDULE

•

PROACTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Having completed over $400M in educational projects we understand,
without a doubt, that the completion date of the Lolo K-8 Facility is critical.
Ensuring the opening date is accomplished takes a hands-on approach to
the schedule. We use “schedule accountability” throughout the
preconstruction and construction process. Schedule accountability means:
•

Establishing a critical path method (CPM) schedule early with input
from Lolo School District, the design team and trade partners.

•

Tracking this CPM schedule weekly to ensure compliance to the
schedule is happening.

•

Create an environment that is focused on proactive adherence to the
schedule. This is discussed every morning during construction. If
schedule slippage does occur, recovery plans are implemented
immediately.

PROJECT NAME

SCHEDULE NOTES

MSU Hyalite Hall

On Time Delivery

Missoula College

Delivered 2 Months Early

Hellgate High School Renovation

On Time Delivery

Hellgate Elementary New Middle School

On Time Delivery

Bozeman High School Van Winkle Stadium

On Time Delivery

Hamilton School & Sports Complex

Delivered 2 Months Early

Franklin Elementary

On Time Delivery

Big Sky School Renovation

On Time Delivery

Accountability is doing what
you say, in the timeframe
you said you’d do it, in the
way you said you would. It
is predictability taken to the
next level.
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1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
d. Proposer should provide their current and
projected workload, specifically projects under
construction and projects under contract, and
should provide a total dollar value for projects
under contract.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

COMPLETION

1900 W Broadway Demolition

April 2021

Craig Fishing Cabin

May 2021

Vaughn Water System

June 2021

Mineral Community Medical Center

July 2021

Horizon Credit Union

August 2021

GSK Pharmaceutical

August 2021

Desmet School

September 2021

Missoula Elections Center

October 2021

Keller Supply

November 2021

Florence-Carlton School

April 2022*

Missoula County Fairgrounds

October 2022

Rocky Mountain Laboratories

March 2023

PROJECTS UNDER CONTRACT (BACKLOG)

$209,623 000

*Will Schroeder and Grayson Lukasik, the construction team we are
proposing for the New K-8 Facility, are currently working on the FlorenceCarlton School project. The work at Florence-Carlton is scheduled for
completion in spring of 2022 which aligns well with the anticipated start of
the New K-8 Facility.

•

$209M IN BACKLOG

•

OUR CONSTRUCTION TEAM’S
AVAILABILITY ALIGNS PERFECTLY FOR
THE NEW K-8 FACILITY

“We have found [Jackson’s] project
approach to be extremely thorough
and the jobsite adequately manned
with experienced personnel.
Jackson personnel is well versed in,
and fully utilizes, the latest
electronic technology available,
which is beneficial to the Owner,
Architect, Subcontractors, the
Jackson team and the project
overall!”
Eric Hulteng, Owner’s Representative on
Hellgate High School, Franklin, Big Sky High
School, CS Porter, and Lame Deer School
projects
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1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
e. Proposer should provide a general
description of their experience in the
preparation and execution of a Subcontracting
Plan as pertains to public bidding
requirements.

•

ADVERTISE THE PROJECT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH MONTANA CODE
ANNOTATED STATUTE 7-5-2301

•

SCOPE DETAIL AND EXPECTATIONS

•

PUBLIC BID OPENING

As the Lolo School District #7 embarks on bringing the new K-8 Facility
from concept to reality, it is important for the entire team to understand
the need for transparency throughout all phases. Jackson’s experience
with public projects has taught us to take this responsibility particularly
serious. To ensure we have met our obligation to this openness we will:
•

Advertise and hold a minimum of three open houses prior to
subcontractor bidding. This allows potential bidders to be aware of
the project, scope of items to be bid and for us to clarify and
communicate requirements for bidding. It is important to note we
also encourage and welcome citizens of the District to attend these
meetings.

•

Advertise upcoming bid packages in both local and regional
publications.

•

Provide all bidders a detailed scope of work that they will need to
perform along with safety, schedule, and quality requirements.

•

Have all bids open publicly, with the understanding that review of
the bids will need to take place to ensure scope, schedule obligation
and ability to perform the project are met.

It is clear that transparency
is of the utmost importance
to the District. Jackson is an
open book and will continue
this level of clarity. The Lolo
community can trust the
information we share.
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1. SPECIFIC PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
f. Proposer should provide evidence and their
knowledge of common cost estimating
practices, and ability to maintain established
budgets for projects of similar size and scope.

•

ACCURATE FROM ESTIMATE #1

•

DETAILED BREAKDOWNS

•

HISTORIC DATABASE

The first estimate is always the estimate that is remembered. Jackson is
acutely aware of this. We take great pride in developing our base estimate or
“first estimate” with great detail and accuracy. With our experience in K-12
construction, our estimating process involves complete quantity surveys, not
just square foot numbers. We also break down our estimates into the
different systems that make up the building. This allows us to see if one
system is out of line with historical costing. Our use of BIM during the
estimate also makes available a secondary check in quantities. Each estimate
deliverable is formatted consistently so the information is easy to follow and
changes are easily tracked.
You’ll notice in the table below that we are consistent in our ability to
estimate accurately. Because of our estimating efforts and the GC/CM
delivery method, these education projects were able to add wish list items
that provided even greater value.

PROJECT
NAME

PRECON
ESTIMATE

EXECUTED
GMP

MSU Hyalite Hall

$43,307,058

$42,948,032

Missoula College

$26,920,739

$24,881,289

Hellgate Elementary New Middle School

$19,516,413

$19,189,775

Florence-Carlton School

$13,521,159

$13,005,549

Bozeman High School Van Winkle Stadium

$12,686,413

$12,558,858

Hamilton School & Sports Complex

$11,003,604

$10,292,440

Franklin Elementary School

$10,116,617

$9,981,456

$6,955,000

$7,069,485

Big Sky High School Renovation

Accuracy is diving into the
details to make sure
everything is accounted for
and tracked from day one.
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